Based on Honeywell’s DU-885 display technology, Gulfstream has developed PlaneDeck™, an upgrade to the cockpit’s primary flight displays, which converts from cathode ray tube (CRT) to liquid crystal display (LCD) while maintaining Gulfstream’s six-panel display configuration. Installed with minimum downtime for an upgrade containing multiple advantages, and backed by the worldwide support of Honeywell and Gulfstream, PlaneDeck offers many of the same benefits and safety features as some of the most sophisticated cockpits in operation today.

INCREASE YOUR AIRCRAFT’S VALUE, SAFETY, EFFICIENCY & RELIABILITY.
All With One, Consolidated Upgrade.

“The PlaneDeck upgrade may qualify operators for a reduction in their Gulfstream PlaneParts™ or Honeywell HARP Program, cost per hour. Display warranty includes two years coverage of components and one year of labor.”
Beyond the clarity of the display, weight and noise reduction, PlaneDeck also offers the integration of XM® graphical weather, Jeppesen electronic charts and maps with geo-reference and video displays, all accessed through a cursor control interface. Now you can experience the powerful advantages of highly reliable LCDs, that also contribute to reduced pilot fatigue through a quieter, cooler cockpit environment.

**BENEFITS**
- Enhanced Mode activation
- Pull-down menu selection
- Charts, maps, videos, short-cut buttons
- Scrolling
- Map range selection
- Chart, map zooming
- Multiple enter or select functions
- Convenient push-to-talk button

**ADVANTAGES YOU’LL SEE & BELIEVE**

Gulfstream created PlaneDeck to provide benefits not just today, but for future enhancements as well. Specifically designed for SPZ-8000/8400 and SPZ-8500 series avionics systems, this upgrade also provides growth capabilities for future communication, navigation and surveillance/air traffic management (CNS/ATM) functions. Additionally, PlaneDeck provides expandability for upcoming requirements such as WAAS-LPV, RNP, FANS1/A, and ADS-B In.

**EYE ON THE FUTURE**

Gulfstream created PlaneDeck to provide benefits not just today, but for future enhancements as well. Specifically designed for SPZ-8000/8400 and SPZ-8500 series avionics systems, this upgrade also provides growth capabilities for future communication, navigation and surveillance/air traffic management (CNS/ATM) functions. Additionally, PlaneDeck provides expandability for upcoming requirements such as WAAS-LPV, RNP, FANS1/A, and ADS-B In.

**CURSOR CONTROL DEVICE (CCD)**

Ergonomically designed and engineered to provide both pilot and co-pilot cursor input for the PlaneDeck displays.

The articulating cursor control device (CCD) mounts within the pilot and co-pilot side consoles to permit easy thumb and finger input of mode selection, enter, scroll, zoom and cursor placement.

**BENEFITS**
- Enhanced Mode activation
- Pull-down menu selection
- Charts, maps, videos, short-cut buttons
- Scrolling
- Map range selection
- Chart, map zooming
- Multiple enter or select functions
- Convenient push-to-talk button
BENEFITS AT A GLANCE

Installed with expertise and efficiency through an Authorized Service Center (ASC) for GV® and GV® aircraft, PlaneDeck brings the most advanced display technology to your cockpit. For these reasons, Gulfstream is The World Standard® in business aviation.

SAFETY:
- Integrated electronic charts and maps with geo-reference
- Integrated XM graphical weather
- Multiple video display capabilities
- Paperless terminal area charts and approach charts

EFFICIENT OPERATIONS:
- Increases system reliability
- Requires minimal pilot training
- Reduces aircraft weight
- Reduces pilot fatigue
- Maintains current display formats

FUTURE GROWTH:
- Honeywell INAV display technology
- Honeywell Synthetic Vision display technology
- Integrated worldwide WINN graphical weather
- Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast (ADS-B-In)
- Required Navigation Performance (RNP)

MAINTENANCE EASE:
- Elimination of the avionics cooling system fans and ducting
- Elimination of cooling system filters and maintenance
- Elimination of required, recurring maintenance of display swapping

To learn more, call your Gulfstream Regional Sales Manager today, or visit www.gulfstream.com/planedeck

PlaneDeck Enhancement Installation